Pupil Dilation May Affect Retinal Vessel Caliber Measures.
To assess the effect of pupil dilation on measures of retinal vessel caliber. Observational study with self-comparisons Methods: Retinal photographs were taken for both eyes of 25 subjects before and after pupil dilation. Three photographic graders, masked to pupil dilation status, measured the same set of images using a computer-assisted, semi-automatic method. We compared means (standard deviations) of retinal arteriolar caliber equivalent (CRAE) and retinal venular caliber equivalent (CRVE) of the same eyes between pre- and post-dilation images. We assessed concordance correlation coefficients (CC), Bland Altman limits-of-agreements, and used linear mixed models to assess CRAE and CRVE measures associated with pupil dilation (influencing image quality), graders (observers) and right-left eye variation. We found high CCs for CRAE (0.82-0.94) and CRVE (0.87-0.94) between pre- and post-dilation images of the same eyes across the graders. Bland Altman plots showed that mean differences ranged from 0.55-3.42μm for CRAE and 1.56-2.29μm for CRVE. After adjusting for right-left eye random variation, a significant fixed effect of dilation was evident in mean CRAE in two of the three graders. There was no significant fixed effect of dilation in mean CRVE across all graders. In models including data of both eyes' measures from pre- and post-dilation images by three graders, the fixed effect for dilation status contributed significantly to CRAE and CRVE variances whereas random effects for graders and dilation status contributed minimally. Contrary to our hypothesis, we found a systematic effect of pupil dilation on retinal vessel caliber measures.